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October 17, 2011
RE:

Eric Muchnick, Contractor
Lou Jon Construction

To Whom It May Concern:
It is our pleasure to provide a professional and personal reference for Eric
Muchnick and Lou Jon Construction. ABCD Pediatrics is a busy pediatric
practice with 12 providers and 40 support staff. Our relationship with Eric and
Lou Jon goes back almost twelve years now. He has completed the finish-out of
15,000 square feet of space in three locations around San Antonio, and at least
two major renovations/remodels of 6,000 square feet of space. His bids have
been very competitive, and the work was completed on time and within budget
each and every time. He or his excellent staff was there through the entire
process to ensure that the work was done according to specs, that the job was
kept moving along, and that the construction site was kept in a clean and safe
manner.
We would recommend Eric and Lou Jon to anyone who is interested in working
with a contractor who can bring the job in on time and within budget, and who is
also a pleasure to work with, making the process as stress-free and enjoyable as
any construction project can be.
Sincerely,

Victoria Waltemath
Office Administrator
/vaw
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October 17, 2011
RE:

Eric Muchnick
Lou Jon Construction Company, Inc.

To whom it may concern:
As Vice President of Healthcare Property Services for Transwestern, I have had the pleasure of
doing business with Eric Muchnick of Lou Jon Construction for many years now.
Transwestern, as authorized property manager for over one million square feet of medical office
properties in the San Antonio market, has sought bids from and awarded contracts to Lou Jon
on numerous occasions for the construction of tenant improvements in properties we lease and
manage, as well as for projects in properties in which our client leases space. Lou Jon has done
large build-out from shell projects as well as small renovation jobs for us. Eric has consistently
been competitive in his pricing, and has completed his contractual obligations in a timely and
professional manner.
Most recently, Lou Jon Construction was awarded a series of four projects totaling 21,206
square feet in the Atrium at North Central Medical Office Building. He completed three of the
jobs on time, on budget, and in a very professional manner. He is completing the fourth project
now. His team protected adjacent spaces and common areas and was sensitive to minimizing
any inconvenience to neighboring tenants.
I have and will continue to refer colleagues to seek bids from Lou Jon to perform their work. I
am confident that any projects Eric accepts will be completed in a manner that will reflect well
on me for having referred him.
Respectfully,

Ken Adams, CPM
Vice President
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